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My Vision For Successful Securities Litigation Defense
I’ve seen many changes during the more than 25 years I’ve defended securities class actions.
I practiced before and after the reforms Congress sought to implement in the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act
of 1995.
I practiced when Bill Lerach and Mel Weiss were titans of the plaintiffs’ bar – and during their fall and the plaintiffs’
bar’s subsequent recovery and resurgence.
I practiced in the 1990s, when the defense bar comprised a relatively small number of specialists who defended a
large share of the cases.
And, of course, I still practice today. From my vantage point, I see three major trends happening simultaneously:
1. The plaintiffs’ bar is an increasingly formidable foe, due to its high degree of specialization and efficiency.
2. The defense bar is an increasingly weak fighting force, due to its lack of specialization and efficiency.
3. D&O insurers are increasingly alienated by a defense bar that doesn’t value their experience and expertise.
Securities litigation would greatly improve for everyone on the defense side – public companies and their directors
and officers; D&O insurers; and brokers – if insurers had greater involvement in the defense of securities litigation.
That is the main point of this essay.
I have achieved superior results for my clients by working collegially with D&O insurers and brokers, who employ
claims professionals who have been involved in myriad more matters than even the most experienced defense
lawyers. It is a strategic blunder not to involve them as colleagues in the defense of securities litigation.
In short, despite winning many battles, defendants are losing the war, because the plaintiffs’ bar has greater
expertise and cohesiveness. The Supreme Court’s March 20, 2018 decision in Cyan, allowing concurrent state-court
Securities Act claims, will widen this competitive gap.
The only way for defendants to win the war is for D&O insurers to exercise greater control over securities claims.
And the primary way insurers can exercise greater control is to introduce new policy terms giving them more say
in strategic issues, including defense-counsel selection. Within traditional indemnity policies, this would entail only
minor adjustments. Insurers should also consider different policy structures, such as an optional D&O duty to defend
for smaller public companies, against whom plaintiffs are filing an increasing number of securities claims.
I’ve handled well over 100 securities and corporate governance cases around the country against companies of all sizes
and industries – from aerospace giant Boeing to funky soda maker Jones Soda. In recent years, it has been my privilege
to defend Chinese individuals and U.S.-listed companies in securities litigation. I enjoy the legal and cultural issues those
cases present, and they further connect me to my two daughters, Sophie and Darby, who were born in China.
It is my hope that by identifying and addressing these trends and challenges on the defense side, we as a community
of defense lawyers and D&O insurance professionals can take better care of our mutual clients – and ultimately win the
securities class action war.
– Doug
Doug Greene
Leader, Securities and Governance Litigation Team, BakerHostetler LLP
Seattle: +1.206.566.7090
New York: +1.212.847.7090
Mobile: +1.206.930.7682
dgreene@bakerlaw.com
Twitter: @DWGreene
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The Big Picture Of Securities Litigation Defense
By John McCarrick
I’ve been fortunate enough to have a front row seat to the rise and growth of securities class
action litigation over the past 30 years, starting in 1987 when I worked on my first D&O coverage
case as a junior law firm associate. Although all litigations follow a similar process that begins with
a pleading and ends in a trial, dismissal or settlement, the similarities in most kinds of litigation
end there. But securities litigation is different: not only does securities litigation follow a litigation
process; it also enjoys the benefits of being a carefully constructed model – a model that the
plaintiff firms have engineered to be more efficient and more profitable for plaintiff firms.
Issuer defendants have improved their odds too – albeit not in the same way. Large, publicly
traded companies have been sensitized to the impact of sudden, sharp stock price movements
as an invitation for plaintiffs to file a securities class action lawsuit, and have learned to manage
their public disclosures, whenever possible, to minimize the likelihood of sharp swings. Many
issuers also have been successful in persuading their directors and officers to utilize trading plans
to monetize their stock holdings over time, and thereby limiting the risk that plaintiffs will point to
arbitrary stock sales as evidence of an intent to commit securities fraud.
On the defense front, however, little seems to have changed over time – although the costs of
defense have dramatically spiked over the past eight to 10 years. Most defense counsel aim for
a win at the motion to dismiss or class certification stage, and show little appetite for a lengthy
battle or trial with the plaintiffs – and the plaintiff firms count that poor appetite into their modeling.
The D&O industry’s efforts to improve securities class action litigation results have been slowed,
and arguably even thwarted, by an overabundance of D&O insurers chasing a shrinking number
of public company risks (around a 40 percent reduction in listed public companies since 2007).
D&O insurance has become cheaper and D&O coverage has become broader because of these
marketplace dynamics, but with little or no correlation to the rising exposure risks presented by
securities class action litigation.
The defense model is long overdue for improvement. Doug Greene has been a longtime
securities defense advocate and thought leader on ways to improve securities litigation process
and outcomes. His views below are constructive and thought-provoking, and entirely welcome.
JFM
John F. McCarrick is a partner in the New York City office of White and Williams. For the last
three decades, he has represented insurers and defendants in many hundreds of securities and
corporate governance litigation matters. He is widely regarded as one of the foremost directors
and officers liability insurance lawyers in the United States.
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How D&O Insurers Can Help: An Overview
The securities class action landscape is a battlefield on which plaintiffs and defendants fight.
The war they fight is about far more than the height of the pleading hurdles plaintiffs must clear,
the scorecard of motions to dismiss won and lost, or median settlement amounts. It is a fight for
strategic positioning – to obtain legal terrain that allows one side or the other to win more cases
over the long term. How this war plays out has real-world consequences for the people sued in
securities class actions.
Defendants do win a lot of battles. The Reform Act was an enormous victory for the defense bar,
imposing high pleading burdens on plaintiffs and establishing a safe harbor for forward-looking
statements that, in Bill Lerach’s famous words, gives defendants “license to lie.” The rate of
dismissal is markedly higher than the dismissal rate in other types of complex federal litigation.
And cases that survive motions to dismiss typically settle for predictable amounts.
But despite their success in battle, defendants are losing the war. The root of the problem is the
defense side’s lack of a unified fighting force, which creates a mismatch in expertise, experience,
and efficiency.
AA While the plaintiffs’ bar is relatively small, with about a dozen firms that dominate, the defense
bar is highly splintered, comprising many dozens of firms that can credibly pitch a case,
with multiple possible lead partners within each firm – some qualified and some, frankly, not
qualified. As a result, the average plaintiffs’ partner is many times more experienced than the
average defense partner.
AA While the plaintiffs’ bar’s specialized composition and small size yield a unified approach, the
splintered nature of the defense bar makes this impossible for defendants.
AA While the defense bar has achieved significant legislative and judicial success, it has come with
costly collateral consequences.
AA While the plaintiffs’ bar’s contingent fee structure incentivizes efficiency, the defense bar is
wildly inefficient due to hourly billing and the view that D&O insurance reimbursement is “free
money.” This penalizes the defense firms’ clients – both in individual cases and on the whole –
by leaving less insurance money for a vigorous defense and settlement.
How can the defense bar approximate the plaintiffs’ bar’s advantages? Given the competitive
legal environment and large-firm economics, the defense bar can’t achieve sufficient
cohesiveness on its own. The only way to do so is to give greater control to D&O insurers, the
player with the greatest economic and strategic stake in both individual cases and on the whole.
Winning the securities litigation war isn’t an abstraction or a dispute about allocation of money
between law firms and insurance companies. It’s about the safety and comfort of real people
who face securities litigation. At the core of every securities case are people accused of doing
something wrong – not just directors and officers, but also hardworking company employees
who find themselves at the center of a securities suit. Just the idea of securities class actions
makes businesspeople uncomfortable.
So the most fundamental question we on the defense side must ask ourselves is: how does
the system of securities litigation defense position directors and officers to withstand securities
litigation safely and comfortably?
To state the obvious, defendants are entitled to a system that allows them a fair fight with
sufficient insurance resources.
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I have divided this analysis into four sections.
Section 1 explains how and why the plaintiffs’ bar is stronger than ever.
Section 2 analyzes the current state of the defense bar and explains why defendants are losing
the war despite winning many battles.
Section 3 evaluates potential ways to turn the war in defendants’ favor.
Section 4 explains why and how the only way for defendants to win the securities class action
war is to give D&O insurers greater control of the defense.
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1
The Plaintiffs’ Bar is Back – and Better
Than Ever
When I was a young lawyer, most of my cases were against Milberg Weiss
Bershad Hynes & Lerach. I still remember the San Diego office’s phone
number by heart (619-231-1058) – remember when we had to call people
to communicate with them? Of course, there were several other strong
plaintiffs’ firms and prominent lawyers, including some of my favorite
lawyers in the plaintiffs’ bar – though from my vantage point, Lerach and
Weiss loomed large.
The downfall of Lerach and Weiss is well known, so I won’t recount it here. Many defense lawyers
still discuss it with odd glee. To me, it was sad and unfortunate. My direct contacts with them
made huge impressions on me. For example, one of Bill Lerach’s oral arguments remains the
most impressive advocacy I’ve ever witnessed. And I’ll always remember the throng of defense
lawyers at the first IPO Securities Litigation hearing turning to watch Mel Weiss enter the Daniel
Patrick Moynihan U.S. Courthouse Ceremonial Courtroom, on September 7, 2001.
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Lerach and Weiss helped shape and police our system of disclosure and governance, and our
markets, corporate governance, and retirement savings are better off for it. I believe that most
public company disclosure deciders see the image of Bill Lerach when they decide whether or
not to disclose something.

Bill Lerach and Mel Weiss helped shape our governance and disclosure system, and our markets are better off
for it.
So their exit naturally left a void in the plaintiffs’ bar. But a remarkable thing has happened: their
protégés, who are my contemporaries and counterparts, as well as other senior plaintiffs’ lawyers
and their protégés, plus some new entrants into the plaintiffs’ securities class action market,
described below – have not only filled the gap, but have bolstered the bar. The plaintiffs’ bar is
now back, and better than ever.
Looking back, several things converged to cause this. The first was the stock options backdating
scandal, which began with a study by University of Iowa professor Erik Lie that showed an
unusually large number of stock option grants to executives at stock price lows. Since few of the
companies exposed in the scandal suffered stock-price drops, the vast majority of the dozens
of options cases were filed as shareholder derivative claims, on behalf of the company, alleging
breaches of fiduciary duty and proxy-statement misstatements.
At the time, the most prolific securities class action firm was Coughlin Stoia Geller Rudman &
Robbins, the successor of Bill Lerach’s firm and the predecessor of Robbins Geller Rudman
& Dowd. If they filed a derivative suit on behalf of a company, it meant they could not sue the
company in a securities class action. For this simple reason, many people, including me, did not
think they would file many options backdating derivative cases.
But they did – and they filed a lot of them, they defeated motions to dismiss and achieved
settlements involving unprecedented types of corporate governance reforms and plaintiffs’
attorneys’ fee awards. Their large fee awards increased the fee awards of smaller plaintiffs’ firms. By
the time they were finished, the plaintiffs’ firms that filed options backdating cases made a mint.
Then, toward the end of the options backdating scandal, the credit crisis happened and started
a new wave of shareholder litigation – this time both securities class actions and shareholder
derivative actions. The plaintiffs’ bar had a war chest and was ready for battle. The larger
plaintiffs’ firms won lead-plaintiff roles in the mega securities class actions and also represented
plaintiffs in large individual actions.
While that was going on, the Chinese reverse-merger scandal happened. That created a new
breed of securities class action plaintiffs’ firms. Historically, the Reform Act’s lead-plaintiff
provisions incentivized plaintiffs’ firms to recruit institutional investors to serve as plaintiffs. For
the most part, institutional investors have retained the larger plaintiffs’ firms, and smaller plaintiffs’
firms have been left with individual investor clients who usually can’t beat out institutions for the
lead-plaintiff role. At the same time, securities class action economics tightened in all but the
largest cases, placing a premium on experience, efficiency, and scale. As a result, larger firms
filed the lion’s share of the cases, and smaller plaintiffs’ firms were unable to compete effectively
for the lead-plaintiff role, or make much money on their litigation investments.
The China cases changed this dynamic. Smaller plaintiffs’ firms initiated the lion’s share of
them, as the larger firms were swamped with credit-crisis cases and likely were deterred by
the relatively small damages, potentially high discovery costs, and uncertain insurance and
6
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company financial resources. Moreover, these cases fit smaller firms’ capabilities well; nearly all
of the cases had “lawsuit blueprints” such as auditor resignations or short-seller reports, thereby
reducing the smaller firms’ investigative costs and increasing their likelihood of surviving a motion
to dismiss (and thus reducing the likelihood of dismissal and no recovery). The dismissal rate
was indeed low, and limited insurance and company resources prompted early settlements in
amounts that, while on the low side, yielded good outcomes for the smaller plaintiffs’ firms.

...smaller plaintiffs’ firms have discovered a profitable class of cases: cases against smaller companies that have
suffered well-publicized problems...
With these recoveries, smaller plaintiffs’ firms built up momentum that kept them going even after
the wave of China cases subsided. For the last several years, following almost every “lawsuit
blueprint” announcement, a smaller firm has launched an “investigation” of the company, and
they have initiated an increasing number of cases. Like the China cases, these cases tend to be
against smaller companies. Thus, smaller plaintiffs’ firms have discovered a profitable class of
cases: cases against smaller companies that have suffered well-publicized problems (reducing
the plaintiffs’ firms’ investigative costs) for which they can win the lead-plaintiff role and that they
can prosecute at a sufficient profit margin.
As smaller plaintiffs’ firms have gained further momentum, they have expanded the cases they
initiate beyond “lawsuit blueprint” cases – and they continue to initiate and win lead-plaintiff
contests primarily in cases brought by retail investors against companies with small market
capitalization. In recent years, almost half of all securities class actions were against companies
with market caps of $1 billion or less. This trend appears here to stay. For example, Cornerstone’s
Securities Class Action Filings – 2017 Year in Review, noted that “smaller companies were
relatively more common targets … .”

The securities litigation landscape now clearly consists of a combination of two different types of cases: smaller
cases brought by a set of smaller plaintiffs’ firms on behalf of retail investors, and larger cases pursued by
the larger plaintiffs’ firms on behalf of institutional investors. This change is now more than five years old, and
appears to be here to stay.
Plaintiffs’ firms thus have us surrounded – no public company can fly under the radar anymore.
The securities litigation landscape now clearly consists of a combination of two different types of
cases: smaller cases brought by a set of smaller plaintiffs’ firms on behalf of retail investors, and
larger cases pursued by the larger plaintiffs’ firms on behalf of institutional investors. This change
is now more than five years old, and appears to be here to stay.
Plaintiffs’ firms thus have us surrounded – no public company can fly under the radar anymore.
Plaintiffs’ firms of all types have made a lot of money over the past decade. They’re now filing a
record number of cases, even subtracting out the federal court merger cases. And on the whole,
they’re strong lawyers, with some genuine superstars among them.
Yet, though expanded, the number of firms is small, with about a dozen in the core group. This
gives them the practical ability to take common strategic, economic, and legal positions. To be
sure, the core group of plaintiffs’ firms are diverse and different, and they often don’t see eye
to eye – or even like each other. But the plaintiffs’ bar is specialized and small enough that they
can be cohesive. They know who’s who, and they know who’s doing what. And they have the
capacity to appreciate what is, and isn’t, in the interests of the plaintiffs’ bar as a whole.
7
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2
The Defense Bar Is Dysfunctional
In contrast to the small and specialized plaintiffs’ bar, there is an army
of securities defense lawyers – but one with no strategic cohesiveness.
Every firm in the AmLaw 200 has a securities class action defense group
and conceivably could be hired to defend a securities class action. Each
firm in the AmLaw 100 has a securities team they’d tout as a “leading”
or otherwise strong practice – and among most of each of those firms,
there are multiple partners who hold themselves out as securities litigation
defense lawyers. The number of defense lawyers who called themselves
“securities litigators” skyrocketed during the 2005-08 stock option
backdating scandal, which drew in more defense lawyers for separate
representations and investigations.
All in, I’d guess there are 300 white-shoe U.S. law firm partners who would advertise themselves
as securities litigators for purposes of the lead-partner role in a securities case pitch (that is,
not including commercial litigators and trial lawyers who might work on securities cases – an
important but different role), though most of the purported securities-litigation specialists work
on other types of commercial litigation as well, such as antitrust and IP. Despite having defended
securities litigation full time since 1997, I don’t even recognize the names of many of the defense
lawyers listed on the dockets. The number of actual securities litigation senior partners on the
defense side is a tiny fraction of this total population – I’d bet around 30, or 10 percent of the socalled “securities defense bar.”
9
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This small, specialized group comprises my mentors and my peers. Although it is hired in enough
cases to allow it to continue to defend securities cases full time, it doesn’t handle the number
or range of cases the group’s skill and experience otherwise justify because of the jam-packed
defense field overall. As a result, the average defense lawyer handles far fewer – and a narrower
range of – cases than the average plaintiffs’ lawyer.

At the same time that the number of securities class actions filed against smaller companies is increasing, the
amounts that most defense firms charge to defend litigation have increased exponentially.
This is just one-half of a double whammy for companies and their D&O insurers: the sub-optimal
defense comes at an enormous cost to boot. At the same time that the number of securities
class actions filed against smaller companies is increasing, the amounts that most defense
firms charge to defend litigation have increased exponentially. This creates the danger that a
company’s D&O insurance program will be insufficient to cover the fees for a vigorous defense
and the attendant price to resolve the case. Indeed, I am greatly concerned that inadequate
policy proceeds due to skyrocketing defense costs is becoming the biggest risk directors and
officers face from securities litigation.

I am greatly concerned that inadequate policy proceeds due to skyrocketing defense costs is becoming the
biggest risk directors and officers face from securities litigation.
The defense-cost problem is exacerbated by the scarcity of securities litigation work for the hordes
of litigation partners who hold themselves out as lead-partner securities litigators. Given the large
group of lawyers competing for a limited number of cases, most of them are hired only sporadically
– a case every year or two, at most – which creates pressure to maximize the billing revenue on
each case. That is also a key reason why defense hourly rates have increased so dramatically – by
almost 50 percent in less than 10 years – and defense firms often over-staff cases.
To address the problems caused by their economic structures, many defense firms try to reduce
the cost of defending cases by cutting corners by forgoing important tasks, delegating important
roles in the case to junior attorneys or settling prematurely for an unnecessarily high amount.
These types of “fixes” carry with them a set of different, and worse, problems.
It obviously makes no sense for a firm to charge $15 million to defend a case that can settle
for $15 million. It is even worse for that same firm to attempt to defend the case for $7.5 million
instead of $15 million by cutting corners – whether by understaffing, over-delegating to junior
lawyers, or avoiding important tasks.
It is worse still for law firms to charge $2 million through the motion-to-dismiss briefing and
then, if they lose, to settle for more than $15 million just because they can’t defend the case
economically past that point. And it is a strategic and ethical minefield for a defense firm to
charge $15 million and then settle for a larger amount than necessary so that the fees appear to
be in line with the size of the case.
Obviously, companies and their directors and officers should not be subjected to these hazards –
which are created not by the securities class action itself, but by the incentives inherent in law firm
economics.
So, to sum up, we have a defense bar that is both (1) under-experienced and (2) over-priced and/
or that cuts corners. Quite obviously, on the defense side, the system is broken.
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Yet a reasonable reader would ask, “If the defense bar is so over-matched, why do defendants
win so many motions to dismiss?”
Before evaluating individual battles, it’s useful to look at the big picture – it’s bleak. Securities
litigation defense, as a practical matter, doesn’t even involve defending securities litigation
anymore. The words “litigation” and “defense” in the phrase “securities litigation defense” are
misnomers. It’s hard to say that defendants are winning the war when they don’t actually fight.
The plaintiffs’ bar is keenly aware of this dynamic, and the result is predictable: settlement values
as a percentage of damages are increasing. High defense costs influence settlement values too:
defense counsel obviously has a tough time settling a case for less than they have billed.

Securities litigation defense doesn’t even involve defending securities litigation anymore. It’s hard to say that
defendants are winning the war when they don’t actually fight.
The only real fight occurs at the pleading stage, and the defense bar obviously wins a lot of
dismissals. But those victories are short-lived if the court grants the dismissal without prejudice,
allowing the plaintiffs an opportunity to more carefully re-plead – often with the benefit of the
court’s roadmap identifying the various defects in the initial complaint. The skeptics need look no
further than the liberal law of amendment, which courts often relax further to counterbalance the
Reform Act’s pleading standards. One court put it this way: “The PSLRA requires a plaintiff to plead
a complaint of securities fraud with an unprecedented degree of specificity and detail. ... In this
technical and demanding corner of the law, the drafting of a cognizable complaint can be a matter
of trial and error.” Eminence Capital, LLC v. Aspeon, Inc., 316 F.3d 1048, 1053 (9th Cir. 2002).
Cases that survive a motion to dismiss are increasingly settled before the cost of discovery
mounts. In days gone by, if the court denied the motion to dismiss, defendants would oppose
class certification and defend the litigation through a summary judgment motion; in other words,
defendants would actually defend the case. Today, given skyrocketing defense costs, cases
increasingly settle soon after the court denies a motion to dismiss, to avoid the danger that a
company’s D&O insurance program will be insufficient to cover the fees for a vigorous defense
and a settlement later in the case. The splintered defense bar plays a role too: because of the
absence of a coordinated strategic approach to issues of class certification and summary
judgment, there often appears to be little strategic benefit to using these potentially valuable
mechanisms to defeat plaintiffs’ claims. Thus, in this era of ineffective and inefficient securities
defense, securities class action defense involves use of only one of three pretrial escape hatches
– the motion to dismiss – and leaves class certification, summary judgment, and trial on the table.
The prospect that the defendants could take the case to trial and win isn’t even a factor. That isn’t
how litigation is supposed to work. But that, unfortunately, is the way securities “litigation” works
today: motions to dismiss are the whole ballgame.

In days gone by, if the court denied the motion to dismiss, defendants would actually defend the case. Today,
given skyrocketing defense costs, cases increasingly settle soon after the court denies a motion to dismiss.
To make matters worse, many motions to dismiss aren’t even that good. Although some of the
poor motions yield a dismissal anyway, too many cases aren’t dismissed that should be – and
certainly the reason for many of those is a poorly constructed motion. The right question to ask is
how much higher the dismissal rate would be if the securities class action defense bar comprised
specialists, not generalists. While there can be no accurate answer to this hypothetical, I firmly
believe defendants would win much more than they do now – perhaps 50 percent more. I read a
lot of motions to dismiss in cases around the country. Some of them are good, but a great many
of them are not.
11
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Whatever success defendants have under the Reform Act’s pleading standards, it comes at a
high price. It almost always makes sense to give a motion to dismiss a shot, even if it’s a long
shot. And, whether the motion is an easy or difficult one, many defense firms take advantage of
the Reform Act’s defense-friendly standards to do more work than is necessary at that point,
rationalizing the extra work along these lines:
“If the motion is granted, no one will really mind if we’ve billed a lot. Plus, we’ll ‘lose’
the case before we get to bill a lot in discovery. If the motion is not granted, the
extra work we did will give us a head start on the rest of the case.”
Indeed, a cynic would say that the system is a rigged game for defense firms. Win or lose, they
“win.” If the case is dismissed, the defense firm has done a healthy amount of work and added a
victory to its win-loss record. And if the case isn’t dismissed, the defense firm still “wins,” because
the case goes into discovery, which is notoriously expensive and almost impossible for a client or
insurer to capably oversee. The opaqueness of the system is exacerbated by the swashbuckling
style of many defense lawyers, who set up a criticism-free moat around themselves by dint of
being a prominent partner at a powerful law firm.

...a cynic would say that the system is a rigged game for defense firms. Win or lose, they “win.” If the case is dismissed,
the defense firm has done a healthy amount of work and added a victory to its win-loss record. And if the case isn’t
dismissed, the defense firm still “wins,” because the case goes into discovery, which is notoriously expensive...
So, in a nutshell, (1) the defense bar’s lack of effectiveness squanders dismissal opportunities,
while (2) their lack of efficiency (to put it politely) squanders insurance resources. The Reform
Act’s high pleading standards tend to mask this problem – but a problem it is.
A reasonable reader would also ask, “If the defense bar is so over-matched, how have they
accomplished so many Supreme Court and legislative victories?”
This is more complex, but also supports my lament. The Private Securities Litigation Reform
Act of 1995 was a huge victory for the defense bar. Although many people played a hand in its
passage, a key group was the Silicon Valley securities defense bar – which in 1995 was a fairly
small and experienced group of lawyers, including those from my former firm Wilson Sonsini, who
defended a very high volume of securities litigation. Indeed, in many ways, what I am arguing for
is a return to the Silicon Valley firm defense bar and economics of 1995.
On the judicial front, I don’t think the 10-year run of Supreme Court securities decisions has been
very helpful outside of Omnicare, Inc. v. Laborers Dist. Council Const. Indus. Pension Fund, 135
S. Ct. 1318 (2015), Tellabs, Inc. v. Makor Issues & Rights, Ltd., 551 U.S. 308 (2007), and Dura
Pharm. v. Broudo, 544 U.S. 336 (2005), which clarified the standards for pleading falsity, scienter,
and loss causation, respectively.
Some of the decisions are an attractive nuisance. For example, in Halliburton Co. v. Erica P. John
Fund, Inc., 134 S. Ct. 2398 (2014) (Halliburton II), the Court held that a defendant may rebut the
fraud-on-the-market presumption of reliance at the class certification stage with evidence that
the alleged misrepresentations did not impact the stock price. Although it is a rare instance when
a price-impact class certification can make a real difference in a case, it takes a lot of impulse
control for a defense lawyer to turn down the chance to take a shot. Others are examples of “be
careful what you wish for.” For example, the jurisdictional limitations the Court set in Morrison
v. National Australia Bank, 561 U.S. 247 (2010), have yielded enormously expensive multifront
international litigation that can’t easily be settled.
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And despite the defense bar’s successes, such as they are, there is a complete inability for
any coordination about the decision to seek Congressional or judicial change. This is in large
part due to the lack of visibility by other lawyers into what is happening in cases and the lack of
familiarity with each other in the defense bar. The plaintiffs’ bar, with its smaller size and greater
specialization, doesn’t have those problems, at least to the same extent. The prominent plaintiffs’
lawyers know what’s happening across the cases and know each other, and thus can at least try
to stop someone from taking a misguided strategy.

The prominent plaintiffs’ lawyers know what’s happening across the cases and know each other, and thus can at
least try to stop someone from taking a misguided strategy.
We defense lawyers don’t have the same visibility or capacity to coordinate.
We defense lawyers don’t have the same visibility or capacity to coordinate. Even when defense
counsel support an appeal on behalf of amici, they are forced to work within a trial and appellate
strategy in which they weren’t involved, and which is sometimes shaped by a defense lawyer who
isn’t a true specialist. Certainly, the nature of the clients that plaintiffs and defendants represent
can come into play – for example, a large pension fund cares about the state of the law more
than Acme Corporation, which might only care about the case against it. But the splintered
structure of the defense bar prevents these discussions from even happening.
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3
The Path Forward
Because the current path is leading to a strategic and economic cliff, we
need to backtrack, examine the landscape, and pick the right path forward.
What are the possible paths?
Elimination or Further Reform of Securities Class Actions
One alternative path is to try to kill securities class actions, or further undermine them. Over the
years, various constituents have sought to eliminate or reform securities cases. Most recently,
in Halliburton II, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce and others supported Halliburton in trying to
abolish the fraud-on-the-market presumption established in Basic Inc. v. Levinson, 485 U.S. 224
(1988) – the legal mechanism that allows securities cases to proceed as class actions. And, of
course, industry groups achieved a significant legislative victory in 1995, through the Reform Act.
Recently, there has been talk of forcing securities class actions into mandatory arbitration.
Continuing to try to kill securities class actions would be an enormous error. Securities class
actions are far superior for defendants than the alternatives. If securities class actions didn’t
exist, the plaintiffs’ bar would adjust, not perish. In place of class actions, they would file nonclass securities actions that would be vastly less manageable than class actions. For evidence of
what would happen without a class-action mechanism, we need look no further than the global
securities class action landscape in the wake of Morrison. And without securities class actions
as an enforcement safety net, the SEC would doubtless increase enforcement. Companies are
better off with one of a handful of plaintiffs’ lawyers as an adversary than an often unknown and
aggressive SEC enforcement lawyer.
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Continuing to try to kill securities class actions would be an enormous error. Securities class actions are far
superior for defendants than the alternatives.
Most defense lawyers would probably suggest further raising the pleading standards. I don’t think
that would help much. I’ve always believed that the top of the plaintiffs’ bar isn’t really bothered
by higher pleading burdens – at the core, pleading a fraud claim involves convincing a judge that
the defendants are bad guys, and a good motion to dismiss involves convincing a judge that the
defendants are good guys. The pleading standards are just a way to convey those arguments.
Plaintiffs’ lawyers are still able to get past motions to dismiss in a high percentage of cases and
certainly in the lion’s share of difficult cases. Even with even higher pleading standards, the
plaintiffs would still file cases they think are the right ones, and I’d predict they’d defeat motions to
dismiss at roughly the same rate.

I’ve always believed that the top of the plaintiffs’ bar isn’t really bothered by higher pleading burdens. They
are still able to get past motions to dismiss in a high percentage of cases and certainly in the lion’s share of
difficult cases.
Formation of Industry Groups to Oversee Securities Class Actions
Another alternative path is to form industry groups to create cohesion among groups of
defendants – for example, technology companies, biotechs, retailers, etc. Many years ago,
this type of securities-litigation cohesion worked for accounting firms who, as a group, were a
formidable foe. They were represented by a small group of lawyers – there were just a few key
lawyers. Although the accounting firms were fierce competitors in the business of auditing, they
took a big-picture approach to the industry’s litigation risk. Together, they basically chased off the
plaintiffs’ securities bar. Indeed, today accounting firms are typically joined as a securities class
action defendant along with its audit client only in the very largest cases.
Part of accounting firms’ success, and the reason they aren’t sued much anymore, is the
Supreme Court’s abolition of aiding-and-abetting liability, in Central Bank of Denver v. First
Interstate Bank of Denver, 511 U.S. 164 (1994). However, it’s more than that; Central Bank didn’t
eliminate auditors’ potential liability. They make public statements that can still yield primary
liability – most typically, by opining that a company’s financial statements conform with GAAP
and the audit was performed in accordance with GAAS. But accounting firms, with their small
bar of specialized lawyers, helped to largely insulate those statements from attack under the
securities laws. And in the days when accounting firms were sued along with their audit clients,
the accounting firms’ specialized and experienced lawyers brought significant firepower to the
defense group – making the claim against the main defendants, the company and their officers
and directors, more difficult. As a result, plaintiffs’ firms have sued accounting firms less and less.
Can public companies adopt this type of cohesive approach as a path forward? Unfortunately,
a number of factors suggest it wouldn’t work. The types of companies sued in securities class
actions are far more numerous and diverse than large accounting firms. I watch the cases come
over the transom, and the companies sued are a real mishmash, even if the types of cases seem
to align in a dozen or so buckets. Even the technology industry – historically the most frequently
sued type of company, and the industry that primarily spurred the adoption of the Reform Act –
isn’t sued with the consistency it once was. Biotech companies are probably the best candidate
for a cohesive approach, but most of those companies have their heads down working on their
drug candidates, without the time or resources necessary to coordinate.
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But most fundamentally, it’s hard to imagine that any group of potential-defendant companies
could come together and agree on a small, focused set of securities defense specialists
to defend cases against them, or to engage in enough repeat hiring that such a set would
naturally develop.
So the path forward must be paved by someone, other than the defendants themselves, who can
streamline and focus the hordes of lawyers who comprise the so-called “securities defense bar.”
That someone – the only player in these cases who can perform this role – is the D&O insurance
industry. Section 4 explains why.
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4
D&O Insurers Are Defendants’
Secret Weapon
In nearly every securities class action, there is a group of D&O insurer
representatives associated with the defense of the litigation. D&O insurers
are the only repeat players on the defense side and as a group, they see the
big picture in a way no defense firm ever could. While there is no group of
defendants that can replicate the accounting-firm model, D&O insurers can
play a similar unifying role across all categories of defendants.
D&O Insurers Are Well-Situated to Reform Securities
Class Action Defense
D&O insurers’ strongest structural bond is their economic incentive to win both individual securities
class action battles and the securities class action war. Indeed, they are the only group on the
defense side that cares both about individual cases and the big picture. Defendants themselves
only care about winning the individual cases against them. D&O insurers share this goal, but they
also care about all of the other cases as well – not just the ones they insure, but the other cases
too, because they shape the legal and economic landscape and thus the risks they insure.

Indeed, they are the only group on the defense side that cares both about individual cases and the big picture.
The community of D&O insurers comprises a relatively small, strong, and specialized group
of companies and people. Of the 50 or so markets writing D&O insurance, there is a relatively
small number of repeat-player primary insurers. At the less frequent primary insurers and the
excess insurers, the underwriting and claims leadership is knowledgeable and strong – some
of the most prominent professionals work there. These insurers are represented by a small and
highly specialized bar of outside lawyers, who drive thought leadership across all carriers. The
leading D&O insurance brokers also drive thought leadership and employ highly experienced and
talented claims professionals who have seen it all. Professional organizations such as Advisen
and PLUS further bring people and ideas together. This community of shared interests creates a
common analytic framework, lexicon, and culture.
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The Interests of D&O Insurers and Insureds Are Aligned
D&O insurers have the greatest economic interest in the outcome – both overall and in individual
cases. A victory for the defendants is a victory for them. Thus, insurers want the companies and
directors and officers they insure to have superior lawyers; inferior lawyers would increase their
exposure. Their interest in counsel selection is to help their insureds choose the defense counsel
that is right for the particular case.

...the key to defense counsel selection in securities class actions for all concerned – for insurers, their insured
companies and directors and officers, and the insurance broker, who doesn’t want the limits they recommended
to be inefficiently wasted – is identical: to find the right combination of expertise and economics for the particular
case; in other words, to find good value.
Indeed, the key to defense counsel selection in securities class actions for all concerned – for
insurers, their insured companies and directors and officers, and the insurance broker, who
doesn’t want the limits they recommended to be inefficiently wasted – is identical: to find the right
combination of expertise and economics for the particular case; in other words, to find good value.
D&O insurers and brokers are able to further strengthen the defense – if defense counsel works
collegially with them. The top outside lawyers and senior claims professionals for the major
insurers and brokers have collectively handled many thousands of securities class actions.
Although their role is different from that of defense counsel, these professionals are more
sophisticated about securities litigation practice than the vast majority of defense lawyers.
With this experience, D&O insurers are able to offer unique and valuable insights in defensecounsel selection, motion-to-dismiss strategy, and overall defense strategy. They have the most
experience with securities class action mediators and plaintiffs’ counsel, and they often have key
strategic thoughts about how to approach settlement. Insurers can also help defense counsel
pick cases to take to trial if the plaintiffs won’t settle in the right range.
I have achieved superior results for many clients by working collegially with insurers and brokers
– from helping shape motion-to-dismiss arguments, to learning insights about particular plaintiffs’
lawyers and their latest tricks, to selecting the right mediator for a particular case, to achieving
favorable settlements that don’t leave the impression of guilt. If I were sued in a securities class
action and could assemble a dream defense team, I would hire a prominent D&O insurance
lawyer on the team as a strategic quarterback – on securities class action issues.

Defense Counsel Drive a Wedge Between Insurers and Insureds
Given insurers’ experience and expertise, defense counsel should involve insurers in key
strategic decisions – working with them to help find the right defense counsel for the particular
case, to help shape the overall defense strategy at the inception of the case, and to help make
good decisions about the use of policy proceeds. And defense counsel who involve insurers
undoubtedly help their clients make it through securities cases more successfully, efficiently, and
comfortably than those who don’t.
Yet insurers usually are shut out of meaningful involvement in the defense, with most defense
lawyers treating them almost like adverse parties and other defense lawyers merely humoring
them as they would a rich relative.
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Why are insurers treated this way? In my experience, the reason is most often defense lawyers,
who set up their clients to have a strained relationship with their insurers, so that the lawyers have
maximum freedom to do whatever tasks they want, at whatever cost they want to charge. Most
public companies have never been through a securities class action before and have no idea
what tasks are required and what they should cost. But D&O insurers do. And that’s the root of
the problem.
So, for their own self-interested reasons, defense lawyers condition their clients to believe D&O
insurers are an adversary. Frequently, defense lawyers will set the stage for their clients to have a
strained relationship with their insurers by feeding them a number of stock lines:
AA “This is a bet-the-company case that requires us to go all-out to defend you, so we have to pull
out all the stops and do whatever is necessary, no matter what the insurer has to say.”
AA “The insurer may ask you to interview several defense firms before choosing your lawyers.
Don’t do that. They’ll just want to get some inferior, cut-rate firm that will save them money. But
you’ll get what you pay for – we’re expensive for a reason! And don’t forget that we’ve stood by
you through thick and thin since before your IPO, back when you were a partner here. Plus, we
gave you advice on your disclosures and stock sales, so we’re in this thing together.”
AA “The business of any insurance company is to try to avoid paying on claims, so the insurer may
try to curtail our level of effort and even refuse to pay for some of our work. But trust us to do
what we need to do for you. You might need to make up the difference between our bills and
what the insurer pays, but we can go after the insurer later to try to get them to pay you back
for those amounts.”
AA “We’ll need you to support us in these insurance disputes. You don’t have to get involved
directly – we can work with the insurer and broker directly if you agree. Agree? Good.”
In this way, defense lawyers set the insurer up as an adversary.
But pre-claim, directors and officers don’t think that way. As I look back on the scores of clients
I’ve defended or advised on D&O insurance procurement, I can’t think of any who regarded the
insurer as an adversary. Just the opposite is true: they’ve often expressly regarded the D&O
insurer as a teammate in the defense of the case. While every case involves a back-and-forth on
strategic, coverage, and economic issues, these issues nearly always can be worked out with
collegiality and communication.

Insureds Want Greater Insurer Involvement in Securities
Litigation Defense
If I had one wish for D&O insurance, it would be to dispel the myth that directors and officers
want insurers to stand aside in the defense of claims. It’s just not so.

If I had one wish for D&O insurance, it would be to dispel the myth that directors and officers want insurers to
stand aside in the defense of claims. It’s just not so.
When people think about insurance, they think about insurers paying for the expense associated
with a problem. They think of auto insurance or other duty-to-defend insurance, under which the
insurer assumes the defense of the claim for the insureds. They don’t think about insurance that
requires them to go out of pocket and pay and then get paid back. Indemnity insurance thus is
counterintuitive – in fact, it doesn’t actually seem like “insurance” in the way most people think of it.
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This is no less true for D&O claims. The priority for most companies and their directors and
officers is simply the greatest protection possible, including assurances that they will not be left to
pay any uncovered legal fees or settlement payments. In fact, not only do most insureds not want
to be stuck paying their lawyers for short-pays, they don’t even want to write any checks at all
after satisfying the deductible. Instead, they prefer that the insurer take charge of the bills and pay
the lawyers and vendors directly. In other words, many public companies actually want their D&O
insurance to respond like duty-to-defend insurance.
Smaller public companies – say those with market capitalization of $1 billion or less – would
welcome greater insurer control of claims. A large percentage of securities class actions are
now being brought against smaller companies – a trend that is here to stay. These companies
often lack in-house lawyers and other infrastructure of larger public companies. For many such
companies, a five- or six-figure savings on their premium and/or self-inretention could make the
difference between profit and loss, and success and failure. Smaller public companies need a
product that maximizes their insurance protection and reduces their out-of-pocket cost.
But even many larger companies would welcome more insurer control of claims in exchange for
some reduction in the premium or self-insured retention. I’ve never met a CFO who didn’t want
to save money on insurance. And, unfortunately for us lawyers, very few individual defendants
are beholden to any particular lawyer or law firm – that type of connection typically happens
at the level of in-house counsel, who unlike directors and officers, are not named as individual
defendants in securities class actions.
To be sure, after a claim is filed, the insurer often gets an earful from the insureds’ lawyers about
the insureds’ right to select whichever defense counsel they choose and their strategic freedom
to spend whatever they want and settle whenever they want. But, again, these aggressive
positions are typically not the positions of the insureds themselves. Instead, these positions are
driven by defense counsel, usually for self-interested reasons: to get hired, to justify excessive
billing, or to settle a case for a bloated amount because the defense is compromised by mounting
costs or the defense lawyer’s inability to take the case to trial.

D&O Insurers Should Rethink the Public Company
Non-Duty-to-Defend Model
I appreciate that the idea of greater insurer control of the defense of public company D&O claims
is novel. But I strongly believe it’s time for D&O insurers and brokers to rethink the structure of
D&O insurance and the current approach to the defense of D&O claims.

I strongly believe it’s time for D&O insurers and brokers to rethink the structure of D&O insurance and the current
approach to the defense of D&O claims.
Currently, the line between indemnity and duty-to-defend is drawn at public versus private
companies. A much more commercially logical line would be smaller public companies versus
larger public companies. Just as many private companies would prefer the flexibility of indemnity
insurance, many smaller public companies would prefer the certainty and efficiency of greater
insurer control.

Currently, the line between indemnity and duty-to-defend is drawn at public versus private companies. A much
more commercially logical line would be smaller public companies versus larger public companies.
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Within the current indemnity structure, D&O insurers could easily tweak terms to give insurers a
stronger voice in three areas and greatly improve the quality of securities-claim defense:
A. Select the right defense counsel for the particular case – which would tend to create a
defense bar that rivals the specialization of the plaintiffs’ bar. Insurers don’t need to choose
counsel for defendants to make sure that they have the right counsel in place. They can
require insureds to conduct an interview process that includes firms that they believe
would be right for the case for strategic and/or economic reasons. Currently, insurers can’t
unreasonably refuse to consent to the insureds’ choice of counsel. Although stronger
counsel-selection language could easily be added – for example, that the insurer can propose
a range of firms, and the insureds can’t unreasonably refuse to consent to the insurers’
options – even the current formulation allows insurers to reasonably refuse to consent to
counsel who aren’t sufficiently experienced or are too expensive for the particular case.
B. Make defendant-focused strategic and settlement decisions – which would approximate
the strategic coherence of the plaintiffs’ bar. Insurers don’t need to have an attorney-client
relationship with defense counsel to have a meaningful say in strategic decisions. The current
cooperation clause already gives them this right, and it could be slightly enhanced to make
clear that insurers can and should provide strategic input about the full range of decisions. In
this way, insurers could not only make a difference in individual cases, but in the big picture,
similar to a portfolio manager’s investment decision-making.
C. Use policy proceeds only for defense costs that further the defendants’ interests – which
would allow defendants to approach the efficiency the plaintiffs’ bar achieves through their
contingent fee structure. Insurers should be allowed to refuse to pay defense expenses
that are not in the interests of the defendants – including billing rates and staffing practices
that exceed what is reasonable and necessary. Insurers simply need the contractual right
to require a defense firm to live with the insurers’ decisions and prevent a defense firm
from seeking reimbursement of unpaid amounts from the defendants. In my experience,
defendants actually believe that insurers are better able to judge what is reasonable than they
are and are perfectly willing to defer to the insurer. The rancor typically comes from defense
counsel, not the insureds.
Although the term “duty to defend” carries a lot of baggage, I believe a duty-to-defend policy
for a “Securities Claim” – and only a “Securities Claim” – would work well for insurers and be of
great value for many smaller public companies. Since very few cases actually involve exclusion
of coverage under the fraud exclusion, the lurking problem of conflicts of interest is often not
present, and in any event can be cured by Cumis counsel (i.e., an attorney employed by a
defendant in a lawsuit when there is a liability insurance policy covering the claim and there is a
conflict between the defendant and the insurer arising from a coverage issue). But the need for
Cumis counsel would be rare. Indeed, I’ve never had an insurer even seriously threaten to deny
coverage on the basis of the fraud exclusion. Indeed, an actual fraud-exclusion coverage denial
is almost unthinkable under current policies, which exclude coverage only for finally adjudicated
fraud in the case at hand. Nearly all cases settle, so the fraud exclusion isn’t even in play. And
even a finally adjudicated securities fraud judgment would not often trigger the fraud exclusion,
since the scienter standard under Section 10(b) is “recklessness,” not intentional fraud.
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Brokers Would Sell D&O Policies Allowing Insurers Greater Control
A key consideration, of course, is whether brokers would be motivated to sell policies with these
modifications. I strongly believe that there would be high demand for D&O insurance that placed
greater control of the defense of claims in the hands of insurers. Client-focused brokers would
want to give their clients the option to purchase a policy that would help the particular client and
the broader public-company community to defend securities class actions better.

I strongly believe that there would be high demand for D&O insurance that placed greater control of the defense
of claims in the hands of insurers.
Some companies might elect to pay more and have their chosen firm defend the case, but most
wouldn’t – small or large. If the company were able to save a six-figure sum on its deductible,
counsel selection would be a board decision in smaller companies and at least a C-suite decision
in larger companies. Most directors and officers aren’t beholden to particular law firms. That
loyalty is typically rooted at the level of in-house counsel, who are often beholden to particular law
firms for personal reasons. In contrast, most directors and officers just want to be defended well,
at no cost to them.
So, the key to the success of a D&O policy with greater insurer control would be the quality of
the defense. As the party with the biggest financial stake in the individual case and overall, D&O
insurers certainly would ensure that the quality of the defense is high, and as repeat players,
they know who’s who and are better situated than defendants to pick the right lawyers for the
particular case.

If the quality of the defense is high, and the price is lower through lower premiums and/or retentions, companies
will buy it. And if they will buy it, brokers will sell it. It’s just basic economics.
If the quality of the defense is high, and the price is lower through lower premiums and/
or retentions, companies will buy it. And if they will buy it, brokers will sell it. It’s just basic
economics.
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Conclusion
The only way for defendants to win the securities class action war is to make the defense bar
more effective and efficient. And the only way to do that is for D&O insurers to have greater
control of claims. Defendants are entitled to a defense that allows them to get through securities
litigation safely and comfortably, and without any real financial risk. Indeed, they already expect
that their D&O insurers will take care of them. Giving insurers a greater role in defending securities
class actions will allow insurers to do exactly that.
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